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(54) Title: METHOD FOR PARTITIONING A BLOCK OF DATA INTO SUBBLOCKS AND FOR STORING AND COMMUNICAT
ING SUCH SUBBLOCKS 

(57) Abstract 

This invention provides a method and appa
ratus for detecting common spans within one or 
more data blocks by partitioning the blocks (figure 
4) into subblocks and searching the group of sub
blocks (figure 12) (or their corresponding hashes 
(figure 13)) for duplicates. Blocks can be parti
tioned into subblocks using a variety of methods, 
including methods that place subblock boundaries 
at fixed positions (figure 3), methods that place sub
block boundaries at data-dependent positions (figure 
3), and methods that yield multiple overlapping sub
blocks (figure 6). By comparing the hashes of sub
blocks, common spans of one or more blocks can 
be identified without ever having to compare the 
blocks or subblocks themselves (figure 13). This 
leads to several applications including an incremen
tal backup system that backs up changes rather than 
changed files (figure 25), a utility that determines 
the similarities and differences between two files 
(figure 13), a file system that stores each unique 
subblock at most once (figure 26), and a communi
cations system that eliminates the need to transmit 
subblocks already possessed by the receiver (figure 
19). 
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W096/25801 

Method For Partitioning 
A Block of Data 

Into Subblocks And For 
Storing And Communicating 

Such Subblocks 

INTRODUCTION 

PCT/AU96/00081 

The present invention provides a method and apparatus for identif.ving identical 

subblocks of data within one or more blocks of data and of communicating and 

storing such subblocks in an efficient manner. 

BACKGROUND 

Much the massive amount of information stored. communicated. and manipulated 

by modern computer s>'stems is duplicated within tlw same or a related computer 

s>'stem. It is commonplace. for example. for computers to store rn<rn>· slightly dif

fering versions of the same document. It is also commonplace for data transmitted 

during a backup operation to be almost identical to the data transmitted dming 

the previous backup operatiou. Computer networks also must repeatedly carry the 

same or similar data i11 accordance the requirements of their users. 

Despite the obvious benefits that would flow from a rPduction i11 tlw redundancy of 

communicated and stored data. few computer systems perform any sucl1 optimiza

tion. Some instances can he found at thC' applicatiou level. one example being the 

class of incremental backup utilities that save onl>· those files that haH' changed 

since tlw most recent hi1ckup. Ho\\"e\·er. even these utilities do not at.tempt to f'X

ploi t t lie signi fie ant similarities bet ween old all(! ne,,· versions of files. and bet \\'Pen 
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files sharing other close semantic ties. This kind of redundancy can be approached 

only by analysing the contents of the files. 

The present invention addresses the potential for reducing redundancy by providing 

an efficient method for identifying identical portions of data within a group of blocks 

of data. and for using this identification to increase the efficiency of systems that 

store and communicate data. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

To identify identical portions of data within a group of blocks of data. the blocks 

must be analysed. In a simple aspect of the invention. the blocks are divided into 

fixed-length (e.g. -512-byte) subblocks and these subblocks are compared with each 

other so as to identify all identical subblocks. This knowledge cau then be used to 

manage the blocks in more efficient ways. 

Unfortunately. the partitioning of blocks into fixed-length subblocks does not always 

provide a suitable framework for th<' recognition of duplicated portions of data. as 

identical portions of data can occur in different sizes and places within a group of 

blocks of data. Figure 1 shows how division into fixed-size subblocks fails to generate 

identical subblocks in two blocks whose only difference is the insertion of a single 

byte ( 'X' ). A comparison of the t \\'O groups of sub blocks would reveal no identical 

pairs of subhlocks. 

In a more sophisticated aspect oft h<' invention. the blocks are partitioned at bound

aries determined by the content oft lw data itself. For example. the block could lw 

divided at each point at \Yhich t!te preceding three h:."tes hash to a particular cor1-

stant ,·alue. Figure 2 shows hm\' such a partitioning could turn out. and contrasts 

it \\'ith a fixf'd-length partitioning. 
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The fact that a partitioning is data dependent does not imply that it must incorpo

rate any knowledge of the syntax or semantics of the data. So long as the boundaries 

are positioned in a manner dependent on the local data content, identical subblocks 

are likely to be formed from identical portions of data. even if the two portions are 

not identically aligned relative to the start of their enclosing blocks (Figure 3). 

Once the group of blocks has been partitioned into subblocks, the resulting group of 

subblocks can be manipulated in a manner that exploits the occurrence of duplicate 

subblocks. This leads to a variety of applications. some of which are listed below. 

However. the application of a further aspect of the invention leads to even greater 

benefits. 

In a further aspect of the invention. the hash of one or more subblocks is calcu

lated. The hash function can be an ordinary hash function or one providing cryp

tographic strength. The hash function maps each subblock into a small tractable 

value (e.g. 128 bits) that provides an identity of the subblock. These hashes can 

usually be manipulated more efficiently than their corresponding subblocks. 

Some applications of aspects of this invention are: 

Fine-grained incremental backups: Conventional i11cremental 

backup technology uses the file as the unit of backup. However. in 

practice many large files change only slightly. resulting in a wasteful 

rf'-transmission of changed files. By storing the hashes of subblocks of 

the previous versions of files. the transmission of unchanged sub blocks 

can lw eliminated. 

Con11nunications: By providing a framework for communicating the 

hashes of subblocks. the invention can eliminate the transmission of sub

hlocks already possessf'd by the receiver. 
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